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Dental professionals today are facing a lot of stress, insecurity, competition which is 

ultimately taking a toll on their personal and professional lives. There are usually 

focusing solely only on their clinical practice and thus compromising in precious family 

time. However they can learn a lot of life and professional lessons from their children. 

This short communication is an attempt to list the possible learning lessons for dentists 

from their own young children. 

 

1. They never give up. A child will keep 

demanding what he wants and after 

repeated tries usually succeed in 

getting what they want. Similarly 

dentists need to inculcate the same 

habit and never think of giving up. 

2. They trust their instincts and sixth 

sense. Dental professionals also need 

to listen to, count and trust their 

instincts especially when dealing 

with difficult patients and 

complicated procedures. They need 

to know when to let go of the patient 

or ask for additional help in 

managing a case.  

3. Children are always exuberant and 

full of energy. Similarly a dentist 

needs to arrive in his clinic everyday 

full of exuberance and this will rub 

off to the other team members thus 

ensuring a very positive 

environment at the workplace. 

4. Children are always positive. 

Dentists work in very negative 

environments and thus the only 
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thing which can keep them going is 

positivity. 

5. Children are very clear about what 

they want like if they want to buy a 

toy train or bus they shall never 

compromise on the same and will 

ultimately buy it. Similarly a dentist 

also needs to be very clear about 

what will be the diagnosis, treatment 

plan, the method of executing the 

same and should never compromise 

on the same. When in doubt they 

seek clarifications on the same from 

their mentors. 

6. Children have small, specific, 

measurable goals/ targets. Dentists 

too need to set measurable targets 

periodically and focus on achieving 

the same. 

7. Children get very happy and 

satisfied on receiving even small 

gifts. Similarly we, dentists also need 

to celebrate the achievement of 

small goals in life. We should also get 

satisfied with what we have and 

definitely not run behind money but 

should focus on improving our skills. 

8. Children are very innocent and pure 

hearted. Similarly we need to treat 

our patients with a kind heart and 

noble intentions.  

9. Mistakes don't make you a failure. 

Like children, we adults also makes 

mistakes. But the difference is in the 

attitude of accepting the mistakes 

and working on it. Children makes 

mistakes and use their brain to 

rectify the same unlike adults who 

think mistakes are the sign of 

failure.  But that's not true where we 

make mistakes it helps to learn new 

things. In the case of dentistry too 

making mistakes is not the sign of 

failure but it is the sign of growth 

and learning. This attitude helps 

children excel and this attitude will 

help us grow and excel too. 

10. They always bounce back 

immediately even after failing at 

something. Similarly, dental 

professionals can have days in the 

clinic where things may not seem to 

be going right, them may experience 

complications and even failures of 

their treatment. However they need 

to learn from these failures and 

bounce back the next day again with 

renewed enthusiasm to deliver the 

best to their patients. 

11. They don't know what failure is and 

hence don't ever accept it. Kids do 

not accept failures as major setbacks 

in life and the same attitude should 

be reflected in the current pool of 

dental professionals too.  
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12. Don’t be afraid of trying new things - 

Be positive. For children new things 

are adventure and therefore they 

stay exited and positive about it 

without assuming any end results / 

consequences because they don't 

know the end result and they don't 

even care about it. Similarly, we 

dentists also should not fear in 

learning and trying new things to 

enhance our practice and most 

importantly to enhance our own 

growth as a dentist. It is said "it’s 

always better to regret what you 

have done than what you 

haven't done.  Assumptions are not 

reality. Sometimes a little  bit of risk 

is necessary  to keep going 

forward  and this positive 

mentality  of not limiting   

yourself is worth  learning from a 

child.  

13. Kids always have a smiling and 

cheerful face. This enables people 

around them to relax, get stress free 

and also remain positive. Similarly 

dental professionals also need to 

smile always to get rid of their 

worries / anxieties and also to have 

a calming effect on their dental team 

and more importantly their patients. 

14. Dentists, like their kids should be 

fast learners in gaining knowledge 

and new skills and should 

immediately apply the same in 

enhancing their dental practices.  

15. Kids listen to everyone but then go 

and do their own thing. Similarly, 

dental professionals also need to 

listen to all the noise around them, 

but ultimately rely on their sixth 

sense and take action based on their 

experience and judgement. 

16. A child knows his mistakes and they 

know how can they manipulate and 

get around it. Likewise have a caring 

attitude and try to give your best for 

your patients and they shall forgive 

you for unintentional mistakes. 

Behave like your kids, accept your 

mistakes, manipulate and rectify it, 

seeking additional help also if 

needed.  

17. Dentists need to have a sharp mind 

also just like their kids. Children are 

always curious about new things and 

we should learn that too.  

18. Kids never get tired and enjoy life to 

the fullest. A similar attitude needs 

to be incorporated and replicated 

amongst us too. Dentists in their 

quest for making money and being 

extra loyal in attending to their clinic 

practice are known to compromise 

on their time for family members 

and have forgotten to enjoy life. 
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They need to make amends on the 

same as soon as possible by learning 

these tricks of the trade from their 

dear small children.  

19. Kids are master actors and Jack of all 

trades. Dental professionals 

similarly should play their part well, 

keep learning and growing in life 

and try to gain knowledge on a lot of 

aspects and fields in dentistry and 

beyond.  

20. Love and enjoy what you do. 

Children leave behind all your 

prejudice and fear of what people 

will say about them. They just love 

themselves, laugh and have fun in 

whatever they do because they know 

to live in the moment. We, dentists 

should also love and enjoy our 

work/ routine, then the work that 

we do, will no longer be a pressure 

and burden on us. Like our children, 

we should also learn to leave behind 

the concept of what people will say 

and what the World will think. We 

need to add a little humor to our 

routine and the change will be 

automatically seen.  

21. We need to be creative and keep 

ourselves continuously engaged in 

something or the other. We need to 

mimic our kids who believe that they 

can do anything, they have unlimited 

potential and we should never 

underestimate ourselves. 

22.  Dentists can do anything if they 

don't have inherent self drawn 

boundaries which limit their actions 

and potential just like their kids.  

23. Adaptation to changes in life. 

Children  are the true masters of 

adapting to changes. They can move 

to a new house, a new school or 

even  a new country and be okay 

about it because they believe 

changes always renew and enrich 

our lives for the better. But we 

dentists constantly die in our own 

worries of what kind of changes can 

take place? And what can be the 

consequences of the same? We 

should learn from our children to let 

go off worries and accept the change 

and work on it for our better 

tomorrow.  

24. Kids have brilliant observational 

skills. We also need to learn by 

observing carefully.  

25. Finally from children we learn the 

enthusiasm to learn new things and 

the way they remember things. Like 

if we try and explain to them about 

how an air rotor works and if we 

show them different dental 

equipment’s, they tend to ask 

questions eagerly- Yeh kya hota hai? 
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We too need to adapt the same Yeh 

Kya Hota Hai routinely in our 

practices to ultimately learn and 

grow to the next level.

 

 

 


